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"A Cautionary Tale" Closes Armstrong Center's Grand opening
Screening of filmaker Ellen Perry's
documentary "Fall of Fujimori"
Angela Mensing
News Editor

The Armstrong Center invit
ed filmmaker Ellen Perry to do
a screening
of her doc
umentary,
"The Fall
of Fujimo
ri" during
their grand
opening
ceremony
on
Septem
Ellen Perry
ber 22.
Drawing a crowd of AASU
students, facultyand members
of the community, the event
filled up two-thirds of the new
auditorium.
The documentary gives a
chronological account of Al
berto Fujimori's presidency in
ERIK O'BRIEN I P hoto Editor
Peru that began in 1990 and
From left to right: Beheruz Sethna, University System of Georgia; Allan Vigil, University System
ended in 2000 when he fled
of Georgia Board of Regents; AASU p resident Dr. Thomas Z. Jones; Brian R. Foster, Educational
the country and sought refuge
Properties Foundation, Inc. and First Chatham Bank; and Leary C. Bell, AASU cut the ribbon
in Japan.
during the Grand Opening Ceremony that took place in t he new facility on September 22.

Health Officials Investigate
E.coli Outbreak
Katharine Phipps

Staff Writer
Health officials say Federal
Agents in San Francisco are
investigating an onslaught
of E.coli outbreaks that has
killed a few and left over a
hundred people sick.
Popeye's beloved veggie,
believed to be the culprit by
US health officials, has been
linked to the world's largest
producer of organic produce,
Natural Selection Foods
LLC, located in San Juan
Bautista.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention have
started an Atlanta based
emergency operations center
to help epidemiologists and
state health officials trace the

"All of the information in the
documentary is accurate," an
unidentified Peruvian man in
the audience said during the
Q & A sessio n that followed
the screening of the Atlantanative's documentary.
Many critics have dubbed
the piece "a cautionary tale"
of what can happen in a
democracy when the leader
executes extreme measures
to fight terrorism.
In 1992, after an increase
in insurgent activity, the
first Asian President of Peru
declared an autogolpe ("selfcoup") to fight the onslaught
of terrorism in his country.
He dispersed congress,
replaced judicial proceed
ings with military tribunals,
suppressed the media and
permitted death squads. Yet
FUJIMORI |Page 2

Time to Make a Difference by Voting
Casey Welsh

greens and
test the lev
els of E.coli.
Local health
officials were
unavailable for
comment.
The bacteria,
Escherichia coli Oi57:H7 (the
strain found in the contami
nated spinach), are toxigenic
and can be fatal among chil
dren and the elderly according
to The American Acadenjy of
Family Physicians.
Symptoms include sudden
abdominal cramping, bloody
stool, nausea or vomiting and
severe dehydration.
It seems that the only way to
get rid of this bug is drinking
a lot of wa ter and keeping an
eye on complications.

Staff Writer
Armstrong students, faculty
and staff, along with Chatham
County citizens head to the
poles to cast their votes on
November 7, 2006,
The elections allow residents
to voice their opinion about
what they want for Georgia's
government.
"As a parent and a student,
I'm concerned about the effects
this election willhave oneduca
tion funding," Armstrong stu
dent Whitney Shuman said.
Shuman and other voters will
vote for nine different candi
dates in November: Governor,
Lieutenant Governor, Secretary
of State, Attorney General,
State School Superintendent,
Commissioner of Insurance,
Commissioner of Agriculture,
Commissioner of Labor and

the Representatives for the US
House of Representatives.
For Georgia Governor, the
incumbent Republican Gover
nor Sonny Perdue runs against
Democrat Mark Taylor, along
with Garrett Hayes of the Liber
tarian party and John Dashler
of the Independent Party.
In the House of Represen
tatives race there are two US
House Districts represented
in Chatham County; GA-01,
in which Democrat Jim Nel
son runs against incumbent
Republican Representative,
Jack Kingston, and GA-12
where incumbent Democrat
Representative John Barrow
runs against Max Burns, the
Republican candidate.
One student hopes for a
change.
"I think that Republicans will
be put out and Democrats will

take over; I hope so at least"
Jeff Smith, an Armstrong stu
dent said.
Individuals must go and
cast their vote to ensure that
all opinions are taken into
consideration. Unregistered
voters can register to vote in
the election on November 7,
2006 as long as they register
by October 10, 2006.
Mail-in registration forms are
available at the Chatham Coun
ty Board of Registrar's office and
online at www.sos.state.ga.us/
elections.
Currently registered voters
can alsolocate their voting pre
cinct or apply for an absentee
ballot at www.sos.state.ga.us/
elections.
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GOVERNOR

Sonny Perdue
(Incumbent - R)
Mark Taylor (D)
Garrett Hayes (Libertarian)
John Dashler (Independent)

FUJIMORI | From page 1

ATTORNEY GENERAL

Perry McGuire (R)
Thurburt Baker
(Incumbent - D)
STATE SCHOOL
SUPERINTENDENT

Cathy Cox (Incumbent - R)

HOUSE OF REPRESEN Denise Majette (D)
TATIVES GA-01
David Chastain (Libertarian)

Jack Kingston
(Incumbent - R)
Jim Nelson (D)

COMMISSIONER OF
INSURANCE

80 percent of the country sup
ported his actions.
When Perry asked the Pe
ruvian if he agreed with the
former president's self-coup,
he replied affirmatively.
"It was hell in those years...it
was chaos; it was hell," he said,
shaking his head.
What followed the draconian
methods brought about the be

ginning of the end for Fujimori.
His Security Advisor, Vladimiro
Montesinos, allegedly ordered
death squads of suspected ter
rorists and bribed members of
the congress to help ensure
Fujimori's victory in the 2000
election—an illegal election
since he had already served
two terms.
The audience was filled with
questions for Perry.
One individual asked if there
was a correlation between

wanting to do the film and
what was happening inAmerica
at that time.

"The film has been called
more than once a cautionary
tale," she said. To recap, Fuji
mori issued a self-coup, "Mon
tesinos implemented military
tribunals, wire taps, torture
and there were fraudulent
elections," Perry said.
"You tell me. Are there
similarities?" She asked th e
audience.

John Oxendine

HOUSE OF REPRESEN
(Incumbent - R)
TATIVES GA-12
Guy Drexinger (D)

Max Burns (R)
John Barrow
(Incumbent - D)
LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR

Casey Cagle (R)
Jim Martin (D)
Allen Buckley (Libertarian)
A1 Bartell
SECRETARY OF STATE

Karen Handel (R)
Gail Buckner (D)
Kevin Madsen (Libertarian)

Free Food
Extra Cash
Flexible Hours

COMMISSIONER OF AG
RICULTURE

Gary Black (R)
Tommy Irvin
(Incumbent - D)
Jack Cashin (Libertarian)
COMMISSIONER OF
LABOR

Brent Brown (R)
Mike Thurmond
(Incumbent - D)

Campus Dining
is now hiring for part-time positions available in

Starbucks, Ouiznos, the Dining Hall & Catering.

Interested? ?? Stop by the Dining Hall office
with your class schedule.

Winning Play
1 & October 5-7
ly on October 1)
nkins Theater

FREE to AASU

(upon presentation of valid AASU I D.)
General admission: S8 Discounts available: seniors, military, alumni
Advance tickets: AASU Fine Arts Hall 11 am-3 pm, weekdays
At the Door: 1 hour before show/Jenkins Theater
(cash or check only)

n,eans r sraduate wi,h " ,e skiils 01 a nu,se ani the

ENROLL IN I
BECOME AN

Call 927.5381 for ticketing information.

AASU

| Armstrong Atlantic State University Masquers: Celebrating 70 Years of Theatre]

For mom information, contact COL Jim Handlev at aiz
91 ? yq?i ttonn.r,
• /»
.
^ ycrKpn
Jones at 91?-9?i 7irk inn„i ** ,
~ 21-5520 or handleja@mail.armstrong.edu or MSG Ken
at 912 9 21-7386, joneken@maH.armstrong.edu, or CPT Ron Cohen at 1-800-334-R0TC.
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h,e Deyil s
Ministry
Draws
Attention
to
Homosexuality
I
^
,
Advocate:
J

Kathryn Palmer

Staff Writer

"Are you gay or lesbian and
don't want to be? There's hope
for change."
These words towered above
three sections ofSouth Carolina
highway, advertising a "reachout" by Truth Ministry.
The most viewed billboard,
was located near the Beacon
Drive-In, on John B. White Sr.
Boulevard.
Someone in Truth Ministiy
placed all signs in high-traffic
areas, where they would be
easily viewed by citizens of
all age.
Reactions in the localcommu
nities to the billboards caused
mixed emotions in those who
read the message.
Meg Barnhouse, 50, pastor
of the Unitarian Universalistic
Church of Spartanburg, called
the billboards "wicked and
deceitful."
Stacey Haney, an 18 year-old
lesbian said, "It kind of rubbed
me the wrong way. They por
trayed homosexuality as being
a choice. I don't believe it is."
Haney attends the Univer
sity of South Carolina Upstate,

where she majors in business
administration.
"It's just a veryexpensive way
of s howing your ignorance. If
they're all about love, then they
should be acting like Christians
... rather than spending money
on something topromote hate,"
Haney, the vice president of
the campus Pride Organiza
tion said.
AASU student Mary EliseMatosian said she did not see any
harm in the advertisement.
"It gives homosexuals the
option to seek counseling
or someone to talk tQ if t hey
want," Matosian said.
Chet Sanders, a student
at the University of Georgia,
questioned Truth Ministry's
approach.
"I do not think the statement
is 'hateful,' but I think they
could have approached it in a
different way. A lot of p eople
are sensitive about the public's
view on homosexuality; this
just seemed like one more way
to cause controversy," Sanders
said.
Truth Ministryis a non-profit,
non-denominational ministry
founded in February of 19 99

Bush and the Torture
of Detainees
Paul Kauffmn

Guest Columnist

COURTESY WWW.TRUTHMINISTRY.COM

by McKrae Game, a previous
homosexual. This ministry is a
branch of Exodus International
and is accessible in the greater
Spartanburg, Greenville, An
derson, Asheville and Columbia
areas. The organization is cen
tered on the Christianvalue and
belief system.
Their mission: "To help
people who struggle with ho
mosexuality be free to live in
sexual and relational wholeness
according to God's design."
(www.truthministry.com)
In response to the statements
in the media and comments left
on his website, Game stated that
he doesn't feel that his ministry
is "hateful," and believes homo
sexuality is a choice.

"Men and women can develop
homosexual feelings as an adult
because of experiences they had
as a child—experiences like
growing up with the perception
that theyare not loved,or being
sexually abused," Game said.
Dr. David Cox, one of S par
tanburg's Christian counselors,
states: "Some homosexuals
want to change their sexual
orientation, but do not know
how to goabout it; that is what
the billboard is all about: a
choice."
Most of the volunteers who
help with Truth Ministry have
experienced homosexuality in
their past. Game said they wel
come all comments and ques
tions by email or phone.

September is Sickle Cell Disease Awareness Month
Angela Mensing

receive a normal blood flow
eventually becomes damaged.
This
is what causes the com
The Sickle Cell Disease As
plications."
sociation of America (SCDAA)
There are several types of the
is hosting its 34th Annual meet
disease,
but the most common
ing September 27-30 in Dallas,
include:
Sickle Cell Anemia
Texas this year in honor of
(SS),
Sickle-Hemoglobin
C
Sickle Cell Disease Awar eness
Disease
(SC),
Sickle
Beta-Plus
Month.
Sickle cell affects red blood Thalassemia and Sickle Betacells, causing abnormal types Zero Thalassemia.
Some of the complications in
of hemoglobin that has dif
clude:
pain, strokes, increased
ficulty passing through small
infections,
leg ulcers, bone
blood vessels.
damage,
lung
blockage, early
According to SCDAA web
gallstones
and
eye damage.
site, "When sickle-shaped cells
A
co
mmon
misconception
block small blood vessels, less
about
the
hereditary
blood
blood can reach that part of
disorder
is
it
only
affects
Afthe body. Tissue that does not
News Editor

rican Americans. While it is
true the disease originated in
Africa and the Indian/Saudi
Arabian subcontinent, people
of all races can be at risk.
"Every time I look up infor
mation on the Internet, look at
brochures, books etc this dis
ease always shows an African
American person. I understand
that this disease is most com
mon among that racebut I want
people and societyto knowthat
this disease can affect any race,"
COURTESY
said VikkiGlarum, a Caucasian
WWW.DEFIERS.COM
mother of Italian descent with
two boys who have Sickle Beta for this disease. For more
information, visit www.
Thalassemia Plus.
Currently, there is no cure sicklecelldisease.org.

Allergens Thrive in Sick Houses
Mary Culp

Staff Writer

Exposure to indoor molds
can lead to allergy and other
hypersensitivity reactions, in
fections and toxicity, but Geor
gia law currently prevents the
Environmental Health Depart
ment from completely protect
ing citizens who rent homes with
indoor pollutants.
Landlords are not required
to remove mold and mildew.
This makes condemning rental
properties based on structural
problems alast resort, according
to certified indoor environmen
talist Sharon Varn.
"It's not against the law to kill
yourself," said Varn.

Varn went on to say that all
they can do is educate hom
eowners on the dangers of liv
ing with indoor pollutants and
convince them that eliminating
the contaminants and source is
in their best interests.
A report from the Ameri
can College of Occupational
and Environmental Medicine
states that "about five percent
of individuals are predicted
to have some allergic airway
symptoms from molds over
their lifetime."
"For almost all allergic indi
viduals, the reactions will be
limited to rhinitis or asthma;
sinusitis may occur secondarily
due to obstruction. Rarely do
sensitized individuals develop

uncommon conditions such
as ABPA (allergic bronchop ul
monary aspergillosis and AFS
(allergic fungal sinusitis)," ac
cording to the report.
Varn said language barriers
and low income prevent many
Savannah renters from report
ing indoor air concerns,because
they either don't know where to
go for help or they fear retribu
tion.
It is not uncommon for rent
ers to be forced to move if the
landlord refuses to make the
necessary renovations and the
property is condemned, said
Varn.
Chatham County renters
should first write aletter totheir
landlord requestingremediation

and an expected timeline. Re
quests must be in writing Varn
said.
She alsowarned against with
holding rent if the landlordfails
to respond. Tenants cannot le
gally withhold rent forfailure to
remove indoor pollutants.
"If you are behind on your
rent, the inspector might not
come out," Varn said.
Linda Sanchez, realtor for
ReMax Savannah, said that
despite the news coverage on
sick houses, she hasn't had
many concerned clients.
"That's just amazing to me,"
Sanchez said. "I don't have it
come up very often, and you
would think that more people
would be more aware of it."

Our president isbutting heads
with Congress over the issue of
torture. After fighting a bill in
troduced last November by Sen.
John McCain which tried to ban
all "cruel, inhuman or degrad
ing treatment or punishment"
to any person in US custody,
Dubya is now trying to pass a
bill that lays ground rules for
the treatment of p risoners of
the war on terror.
Critics of the bill are pointing
to the intelligencecommunity's
exemption as theirmain pointof
criticism. The passage of this bill
would allow intelligence agents
to continue using (secretly,
of course) such questionable
methods as sensory deprava
tion and waterboarding, which
is simulated drowning.
This issue shows the difficulty
of pursuing both of the insepa
rable threads to minimizing
radical Islam at the same time.
Obviously, military and intel
ligence activities engaged in
thwarting individual terrorist
groups are an absolute neces
sity; but this is only nipping
the buds.
We must also struggleagainst
the social realitiesof the Middle
East that incubate radicalism,
not foster them. In the years
since 9/11, anti-American sen
timent has increased sharply
in the Middle East. Tocompre
hend why, one cansimply go to
the most definitive Arab media
outlet: Al-Jazeera. The atroci
ties of Haditha, Abu Gharib
and Mahmudiya are laid out
in horrific detail for all to see,
further cementing in the Arab
streets the notion that we are,
just as the extremists say, bar
baric crusaders.
It is in light of these abstract
issues that people such as John
McCain and Colin Powell have
deemed it imperative for the
US to send a clear message to
the rest of the world: That we
do not condonesuch inhumane
actions; not by our military or
our intelligence communities.
NOTE: Since the invasion of
Afghanistan, 14,000 detainees
have passed through the clan
destine CIA-run prisons scat
tered across Europe and North
Africa where much of these
activities allegedly occur.
According to The Associated
Press, in 2003 US officials told
the international Red Cross that
70-90% of inmates detained in
Iraq were"mistakes." If this rate
of "mistake" incarcerations ap
plies to the other four years of
the broader "war or terror" that
would mean anywhere from
9,800-12,600 innocentcivilians
have been arrested and subject
ed to treatment in violation of
both theGeneva convention and
our own Constitution.
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The Link is no Longer
Missing: It's Here in
Savannah

Armstrong Atlantic State University Steps Up
Emergency Communication with Students
Courtesy University Relations

AASU re cently launched a
system to instantly communi
cate with students, faculty and
staff in the event of an emer
Rachael Hartman
24/7, the pastor said.
gency affecting the campus or
Staff Writer
The facility offers many
the
region.
The Link is coming. The amenities for youth and young
The system, Connect-ED,
Link is here. Savannah Chris adults such as a coffee bar, allows university officials to
tian Church's newest ministry rock climbing, air hockey,pool instantly send phone and
outlet targets Savannah area tables, seven X-Box gaming email messages. For example,
stations, foosballand a basket students mayreceive a message
youth.
The grand opening took place ball cage.
instructing them to stay home
But The Linkis not just about when a major storm threatens
on September 15, 2006.
"We want to connect people having fun. Pastor Dave said the area.
to Jesus Christ; connect them they wanted to find a way to
In the case of an isolated
to meaningful relationships- reach out to the community.
event occurring on campus,
He said, "Wearen't allabout
friends that will support and
encourage each other. To football and movies ...we are
encourage people to spend trying to build relationships
their lives investing in others," with people. We will do what
NextGEN Pastor David Allgire ever we need to do to bridge
the gap."
said.
Tuesday and Thursday nights
Allgire came up with the idea
are
set aside for college-aged
for The Link over seven years
ago when he saw the potential and singles, respectively,
in a field the church owned; beginning at 7:01 pm both
he asked to build a barn that nights.
The ministry targets all col
could be used for youth and
leges
in Savannah. Students
young adult ministry.
from
AASU,
Savannah State,
It took two years to compl
ete
from design to finish. Now Savannah Tech and SCAD are
33,000 square feet of cutting already going to The Link.
For more information visit
edge technology and design
is up and running practically ww.coIIegeandsingIes.com

such as a water leak affecting
a particular building, only the
affected students would be
targeted with the appropriate
message.
The web-based system stores
thousands of email addresses
and phone numbers. It can de
liver time-sensitive recorded
voice messages and emails
to thousands of members of
the campus community in
minutes.
"This is one more tool we
are using to empower our
students, faculty and staff by
keeping them well informed

in any situation," John McGuthry, chief information of
ficer at AASU, said. "We can
now instantly send critical
communication to everyone in
a matter of minutes."
AASU is one of the first col
leges in the state of Georgia to
utilize the Connect-ED service
for higher education.
The system also facilitates
non-emergency communica
tion with students, allowing
Armstrong Atlanticto improve
its customer service to students
in the areas of financial aid, ad
missions and registration.

The FichTank is calling.

Free

H0A Fees
For 1 Year!*

> Mars h and Waterfront Views.
> Award Winning Landscape Community.
• Sp acious one, two and three bedroom condo:
• S elect homes include spacious sunrooms,
fireplaces, vaulted ceilings with
ceiling fans. Garages available.
1

Resort style pool, children's pool
and fitness center.

• Co ntrol access gated community.

To Atlanta

$91,900 to High $1 00's

J

Hoover Creek

More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries
than ever

/MORRIS
AB4PER
VJ REALTORS'

PLANTATION

hoovercreekcondos.com

912.920.1166

866.534.4687»12300 Apache Avenue»Savannah, GA
* 4.875% interest rate for year 1. 5.875% interest rate for year two. Payments do
not indude private mortgage insurance, homeowners insurance, association fee or
taxes. The rate quoted is a simple interest rate for the buy down period only.
Rates are subject to chance without notice. Information is b elieved to be accurate
but not warranted. Offer expires 9/30/06. See agent for details.

before for one

reason: We

have the

most elite nurses in the

world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training
and

have

access

to

the

best

medical

technology

on

the

planet.

And

whether you re treating Airmen on foreign soil o r their families on bases
here in the U.S., you can put all of that training to use. If y ou're interested
in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or visit

1
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Separation Saturday:
College Football Roundup
Chris Murray

house of football that is
Sports Columnist
the Southeastern Con
ference. This is where
There was alot of great college the fireworkswent off on
football this past weekend, and Saturday and everybody
it proved to be the beginning of was watching. There
the separation for many elite was a large amount of
programs.
inter-league play, and
Let's start with Notre Dame a showdown in the east
(2) being embarrassed in arout and west.
by Michigan. Brady Quinn had
Let's start withthe west
thrown an interception and where the sixth ranked
Michigan had scored a touch LSU Tigers came to
down within the first couple of Auburn. This was a
minutes, thus setting the tone of defensive battle from the
COURTESY WWW.GEORGIADOGS.COM
this game and never letting the get-go, and both offenses
Irish or the fans get back into could not seem to get anything On Saturday afternoon the
it. Notre Dame will most likely started. Auburn, third in the AP Bulldogs did something that
drop out of the top ten.
poll, held on to a 7-3 win when the franchise has not done
Another surprise on Saturday LSU ran outof time withthe ball in twenty-six years; and the
defense is to thank for that
night was the inconsistency of on the five-yard line.
the Florida State Seminoles.
In the east everyone was landmark. Georgia posted its
James Davis of the Clemson watching the Gators go into second straight shut out with
Tigers rushed for a one-yard Tennessee to take on the num a 34-0 win over the University
touchdown with eight seconds ber thirteen Vols. Tennessee of Alabama Birmingham. This
left in the game to giveClemson succumbed to a late-game Ga will surely move UGA up in
a 27-20 win over the Seminoles. tor rallyto loseby one point ina the polls to about seventh. The
That loss makes two top ten depressing 21-20 Florida win. Bulldogs will be athome against
teams no longer working their
The Bulldogs are slowly Colorado this weekend and the
way up, but altogether shunt for working their way up the polls defense looks to keep the Buf
the polls.
but also have yet to play any faloes out of th e end zone for
This brings me to the power real threatening opponents. the third consecutive time.

USCA Triumphs Over AASU for
First Time in Six Years
Brittani Byers

Staff Writer

Game twofavored USCA, and
AASU only took one lead of13-

A close match brought the
28 -game winning streak that
The Pirates had over the USCA
Pacers to an end.
The Pirates' 3-0 loss to the
Pacers was the first to USCA
since 1998. The final game
scores were 30-27, 30-25 and
30-26. Leah Schmiedge led the
team with sevenkills, and Stacy
Yates completed 16 assists.
The Pirates did not gowithout
fighting, however. Game one
saw the seesaw motion of both
teams fighting for a lead and
tying multiple times. An 8-3
run placed AASU in its stron
gest lead of the game, which
was 23-19. However, USCA
came back and managed to tie
the match at 25-25. The teams
tied again at 27, but the Pacers
pulled ahead with kills made
by Amanda Timm and Laura
Williams for the final score of
30-27.

held followed a serve made by
the Pacers' Hayden Johnson
that brought the score to 2518. The Pirates brought the
score back into their favor, but
after a final kill made by USCA
the match ended with a score
of 30-25.
Game three saw USCA pull
ing ahead early inthe game, but
AASU pushed back and pulled
ahead 22-19. The Pirates held
back the Pacers 26-24, but
USCA m anaged to score the
final six points off of 2 kills.
AASU is now 12-4 in the
Peach Belt Conference and
was picked in the 2006 PBC
Coaches Poll to repeat as
league champs. The conference
loss to USCA is just the fifth in
the regular season (excluding
North Florida) in the last eight
years. Against the rest of t he
conference they are80-5 inthat
eight year period.

Friday September 29
Volleyball @ UNC Pembroke @ 7pm
Saturday September 30
Volleyball @ Francis Marion @ 4pm
Soccer @USC Aiken @ 5:30pm
Monday October 2
AFLAC/Cougar Invitational @ Bull Creek
Golf Club
Tuesday October 3
Soccer vs. USC Upstate @ 4pm
AFLAC/Cougar Invitational @ Bull Creek
Golf Club
Friday October 6
Volleyball vs. Lander @ 7pm

Oh, no! Ule'ue got a case of the fllondays!

12. The largest lead that USCA

,Tiff - mmmwm

ifi -

ATHLETIC COMPOSITE SCHEDULE

7

ilea# corn

NOW HIRING crime, mas:

Ulake us up with your creatiuity.
send in your short fiction, poetry,
and artwork to Calliope,
flflSU's literary arts magazine.
To submit:

.edu to apply.

Pick up a submission form in front of the Ulriting Center (Gamble 109),
or
Email an electronic copy of your work to aasu_
cailiope@hotmail.com. Please title your email as "Submission" in
the subject line.

Pirates Play Opener for Peach Belt
Conference against Augusta State
Michael Martin

Staff Writer

The AASU Volleyball team
visited Augusta State to play
their Peach Belt Conference
opener on Friday, September
15-

ERIK O'BRIEN | Photo Editor

ABOVE: Lyndsi Stricklen moves in to steal the ball from the other player.
BELOW: Kayley Ralton kicks the ball out of her territory.

2-1 Soccer Pirates Fall Just Short
Francisco Resto

Staff Writer

AASU's six game winning
streak came to an end last
Wednesday in a home game
against Peach Belt soccer gi
ant Columbus State.
Statistically, CSU barely
edged out AASU in shots (1614) in what was a balanced
game that could have swung
either way. Columbus, ranked
24 in the nation, pressured
AASU on all lines and opened
the scoring with a delicate
finish by Sarah Hawkins on a
breakaway. AASU finally got
on the board through a buildup
that ended with Lyndsi Stricklen's low strike in minute 75.
However, with only five min
utes to go, a near-post blast
by Columbus forward Gina
Goforth beat AASU keeper

Samantha Held and
restored the lead for
the visitors. The goal
proved decisive and set
the final score at 2-1.
"Score or be scored
upon" is the old soccer
axiom that rang true as
the Lady Pirates pro
duced several danger
ous chances but failed
to capitalize. "If we
had finished our op
portunities, it would've
been a different score," said
midfielder Shana Neves dis
appointedly.
AASU still played tenacious
ly, however, despite losing
the game in the end. Captain
Donna Cheyne was fearless in
midfield, making hard tackles
and setting up the goal. Florida
native Lyndsi Stricklen, aside
from scoring, terrorized the

The lady Pirates were victori
ous against the Jaguars with a
score of 30-13, 30-20, and 3024 at Augusta State's Christenberry Fieldhouse.
Assistant Coach Jenni Holste was inspired by her team's
performance Friday night and
said, "They played really well."
Coach Holste has also been en
couraged by the way the team
has been practicing lately, and
is "excited for this weekend to
see who is going to step up"
when they play against USC
Upstate on Friday, September
22 and on Saturday, September
23, against Lander.
Head Coach Alan Segal was
also proud of his team's perfor
mance, but thinks that "We're
not playing the best we've

MLB Closing Weeks
Reese Goldman
Sports Columnist

The baseball
season is com
ing to an end.
The Mets and
the Yankees have
already clinched
the NL East
and AL East,
left wing with her speedy
runs and consistent cross respectively.
ing. Stricklen commented, The other teams
"We all could've done better that appear to have
as a group and as individuals, the playoffs within
it wasn't bad but we could've their sights are the St. Louis
done better"
Cardinals in the NL Central,
The Lady Pirates will have the San Diego Padres in the
the chance to redeem them NL West, the Detroit Tigers
selves against Clayton State
in the AL Central and the
on Sunday.
Oakland A's in the AL W est.
The wild card races are both
too close to accurately predict
at this point.
Francisco Resto
The Minnesota Twins are just
Jessica Chippie would set up wasn't reluctant to hammer
Staff Writer
Burton for a left-footed volley away at the goal with five ahead of the ChicagoWhite Sox
The Lady Pirates soccerteam to make it 3-1. A strong header shots. Captain Donna Cheyne in the ALwild card race. In the
received North Georgia on by Jessica Chippie set the final delighted the crowd with her NL, t he Los Angeles Dodgers
Cingular Field in what proved score at 4-1for AASU late in the footwork and ashot in the min and the Philadelphia Phillies
to be a one-sided affair.
second half.
ute 55, which crashed against are tied. If the Dodgers' pitch
AASU bombarded the enemy
The Lady Pirates dominated the crossbar and may have ing can rebound from a string
goal with long-range shots try in shots (23-1) and enjoyed bounced in. Striker Kristin of disappointing performances
ing to penetrate the congested the lion's share of possession. Burton turned in another they have a legitimate chance
N. GAbox. The breakthrough This is partially due to N. GA's terrific performance with two of not only passing the Phillies,
came in the minute 33 when ultra-defensive stance, which goals and quality shooting. but also clinching first place
a dipping shot from defender retreated their wholeteam deep She said of the game, "other in the West. The Padres only
Jennifer Brian went into into their own half of th e field. field players do the hard work. have a half-game lead over the
the back of the net. N. GA Nonetheless, the Pirates varied I have the easy job of putting it
Dodgers. This division, for the
gave AASU enough space for their play, spread the field and in the net."
past few years, has been decid
Donna Cheyne to slip a pass searched for openings.
The AASU gi rls have now ed in the last few games.
to Kristin Burton for a tap-in
The score could easily have stretched their winning streak
The team that surprised
goal in the second half. The been more lop-sided if it hadn't to six and will have to stay
baseball fans this year was the
visitors scored off a free kick been for a few fine saves from sharp when they receive Co
Detroit Tigers. For years, the
to make the match 2-1, but N. GA's Mary Williams early lumbus State this Wednesday
Tigers have been one of the
in the minute 63 a pass from on. Midfielder Ginny Child in a vital conference match.
worst performing teams in

Pirates Raid North Georgia 4,1

played...by far." Coach Segal
also thinks that there is aneed
to switch around some of their
playing strategy, so expect to
see a few new moves.
This change will be the second
adjustment that the coach has
made recently totheir strategy.
"Each one of the players needs
to take responsibility for what
they're doing,"said Coach Segal
in a phone interviewThursday,
September 21.
The nearest home game for
the girls' volleyball team will be
a Peach Belt Conference match
against USC Aiken on Fri day,
October 21 and then against
Augusta State on Saturday,
October 22.
However, for those who can
not wait to seethe lady Pirates'
in action, catch them when they
face offagainst UNC Pembroke
on 'Friday, September 29 at 7:
00 pm. Come out and seehow
the season unfolds asthe AASU
Volleyball team defends their
championship.
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Major League Baseball. This
year, the difference was in
their pitching staff.
The Tigers' pitching staff is
young and talented. Jeremy
Bonderman has performed
well with 197 strikeouts,
which is the second most in
the league. Justin Verlander
is a contender for the Rookie
of the Year award with a 16-9
record. He has livedup to the
expectations associated with
being the first-round draft
pick of the Tigers in 2005.
The veteran leading the young
group is Kenny Rogers. Joel
Zumaya is also making quite
a name for himself. Zumaya
throws a blistering fastball
that has been clocked in at
101-102 miles per hour. When
batters time his fastball, he
has a devastating off-speed
pitch that intimidates even
the most experienced bat
ter. The Tigers may or may
not win the World Series,
but they have surpassed all
expectations and laid the
foundation for a dynasty for
years to come.
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FACULTY ART SHOW IMPRESSES STUDENTS Entertainment
for the
Impoverished
Erin Christian

Entertainment Columnist

ERIK O'BRIEN | Photo Editor

Ceramic Sculpture, "Whip, Mix, Blend" (with Barbie Dog) desgined by Professor John G. J enson.

incredible. The pieces are all
insightful. They become har
monious in decor," said Jim
A collaboration of faculty Kincaid, senior Art Major.
artwork is located in the Fine
Professor John G. Jensen's
Arts gallery.
ceramic sculpture, "Whip,
The exhibition runs through Mix, Blend (with Barbie Dog),"
October 5, gallery is openfrom stands foremost upon entering
the gallery. The piece consists
9-5From paintings to digital of a woman in action, while her
manipulations to a handmade little dog is trotting along.
knife ti tled "Pathfinder," the
Mia Montgomery, sopho
professors prove their art more Art Ed. Major, said, "I
abilities and disprove the say am very impressed with the
ing, those that do, can. Those teachers' artwork. Ms. Green's
that can't, teach.
charcoal drawings really liven
"The faculty art show is up the place."
Britney Compton

Staff Writer

Ms. Green has three large
charcoal on paper pieces
showing dream and nightmare
images. Ms. Fish decided to
show three of her oil on panel
abstract paintings that, upon
entering, appear to light up.
Kincaid said, "I enjoyed
Mr. Hsu's small but impres
sive photography and etching
work; they look like charcoal,
but they're not—they're amaz
ing."
For more information on art
work and artisits contact the
Art, Music and Theatre depart
ment (912) 927-5325-

Get Your Rocks Off at the Guitar Bar
Pat Hamilton

Staff Writer
How many times can you lis
ten to an acoustic rendition of
a song you can hear any given
hour on I-95? A few venues
around Savannah do a good
job of courting original bands,
but the majority like their mu
sic "covered."
Thankfully, there's a new
venue to cater to those who
like their music fresh off the
creative grill. The Guitar Bar,
located on MLK Blvd n ear the
Savannah Visitor's Center, is
a music room that opened in
mid-April of this year. Many
local a nd semi-national acts
have since s trutted their stuff
onstage; a mong them Argyle,
Lando, Jeanne Flight and
Brokn Tyme.

Owner Elaine Lahey, origi
nally from LosAngeles via New
York, says she prefers to book
original acts.
"We're pretty much anti-cov
er," she said. "We really prefer
original music, you know? We
cater to rock."
As for booking, Lahey says
she'd liketo seesome big names
come through her place, but
isn't holding her breath.
"Oh yeah, I'd really like to
get some national acts in here,
but I don't know if it would be
possible. We're in a pretty small
space. But what I'd really like
to do is maybe get a member
or two of some of the big name
groups coming through this
area in here to perform solo,"
she said.
The Guitar Bar does seem to

cater to musicians. When asked
about weekly events, Lahey was
enthusiastic about theopen mic
night.
"Every Wednesday we have
our open mic night; it's open
to everybody. But if t here's a
band that shows up, we'll usu
ally let them play. Bands get
priority. We've even had bands
show up one night and ask to
play the next night, and that's
cool," she said. The setup is
unique for a music venue:
you enter downstairs, where
the bar is situated, along with
several elevated tables along
the opposite wall. At the back,
stairs take you upto the second
floor performing room. There's
a slightly elevated stage at the
back, against the windows fac
ing the street. This gives those

underage musicfans the chance
to at least hear the bands they
might not otherwise be able
to see here. The room is a bit
small, and seems friendlier to
those acts that don't turn their
amps up to 11, but the sofasand
laidback vibe of the room make
it comfortable for nearly any
one. There's even alive camera
feed from the stage room to a
monitor downstairs letting you
see the action from the bar.
The Guitar Bar also features
an excellent selection of beer
and spirits. . They'll even buy
specially requested beer for
their regular customers. They
also have a rudimentary food
menu, which Lahey hopes to
expand upon in the future.
For more information, (912)
313-7136.

The Trustees Theater on 216
E. Broughton Street presents
the 1947 Broadway hit that
was awarded the 1947 Tony
Award for Best Play and estab
lished Arthur Miller as a great
I American playwright: "All My
i Sons." "All My Sons" opened
on Broadway at the Coronet
Theatre in New York City on
January 29, 1947 and ran for
328 performances. The play
j wil l run from Thu,Oct. 19 until
Saturday the 21 at 8 pm every
evening and on Sunday the 22
at 3 pm. The costis $10.00 per
ticket.
"All My Sons" is based on a
true story, which Arthur Mill
er's then mother-in-law point
ed out in an Ohio newspaper,
; tha t describes how a woman
informed on her father who
sold faulty parts to the U.S.
military during World War II.
The controversial nature of the
play, and its criticism of the
ideal "American Dream," was
part of the reason why Arthur
Miller had to appear before
the House Un-American Ac
tivities Committee during the
1950s era of anti-communist
hysteria.
Much like "Death of a Sales
man," "All My Son s" features
an anti-hero similar to Willy
Loman in the focus character
of J oe Keller. Joe was an everyman: decent, hard-working
and charitable. But, like so
many protagonists of ancient
drama, he had a flaw or weak
ness. This tragic flaw leads
Joe to becoming charged with
shipping damaged airplane
cylinder heads out of his
factory during WWII, inad
vertently causing the deaths
of 21 pilots. For about three
and a half years, Joe shifted
the blame onto his partner
and former neighbor, Steve
Deever, before finally facing
and acknowledging his own
responsibility. Deeply and
directly affected by the tragic
struggle surrounding Joe is
his son Chris, his wife Kate,
his betrayed partner's family
and, finally, the ghost of his
son, Larry—a casualty of war.
Tickets can be purchased on
line at http://www.scad.edu/
venues/trustees/box_
office.cfm, or by phone at
(912) 525-505- All online
ticket sales go off sale on the
day of the show.
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Rent" for One Night
Antonio Burks

Staff Writer

ERIK O'BRIEN | Photo Editor

From left to right Greg Raposa, Maya Haughton, Sue Constant, Adam Soul.

Improv Asylum Is Insanely Hysterical
Ashley Mason

Staff Writer
The Improv Asylum,
Boston's premiere comedy
group for the past five years,
stopped by Wed., Sept 20, to
"act a fool."
Improv Asylum is a comedy
theater that features improvisa
tion and sketch comedy, and it
can be best described as a ver
sion of "Mad TV," "Saturday
Night Live," or "Whose Line is
It Anyway."
Since May of 1998 the troupe
performed over 3,000 shows
to 500,000 people throughout
the country. Many of the cast
members worked on various
film and commercial projects—
often cast together because of
their chemistry.
The crowd bubbled with en
thusiasm for Maya Houghton,
Sue Constantine, Greg Raposa
and Adam Soul—a cast that
brought an upbeat vibe deliv
ered right from the start.
The troupe jumped on stage
in a color-coordinated red and

Dave Williams

black clapping, dancing, and
beat box impression by Con
stantine that was unique to say
the least. The group pounced
around onstage and through
out the audience encouraging
participation. The cast didn't
miss a beat. With only a few
chairs and each other the four
some created an entertaining
environment for students to
enjoy.
Imagine a baby being deliv
ered in shotgun stance: a foot
ball position used by the offen
sive middle line backer; thanks
to good old audience participa
tion during one of the sketches
called "Freeze" this was one of
the events acted out.
Can you see a father trying to
get into the Guinness Book of
World Records by putting sev
eral large watermelons down
his son's throat or a couple
having some serious antics
going on in a phone booth?
Samantha Noon, student, said,
"I mean, seriously, as an actor,
I hope to do something like this
one day." Well, I guess its one

of those things that you had to
see. All I have to say is that my
sides are still recovering.
Haughton, originally from
Chicago, joined the crew only
two months ago and admitted
that "chemistry isan important
asset when doing something
like this. We meld, and I like
that."
Sue has been performing
with the Boston Asylum for four
years. When asked her age she
responded with a smirk, "Oh,
dear. Do I have to say?" Later
she admitted that the crowd
was fantastic and "we usually
have a better show with crowds
like this one." That is quite a
compliment coming from a
premiere comedy group.
The Asylum cast, when not
being featured on HBO, enjoys
performing for companies and
on college tours. Next stop for
the crew is Gordon College. Ju
nior, Rachel Falco, said, "It was
cool they came all the way out
here. They were really funny."

"Rent," the Tony and Pulitzer
Prize-winning rock musical,
with lyrics and music by Jona
than Larson, graces Savannah
with a single performance on
September 28 at 7:30 pm.
This performance is an impor
tant step in bringing premiere
Broadway shows to Savannah.
Rent is the seventh-longestrunning Broadway musical (as
of August 2006).
The promoters of "Rent" have
always been supportive of their
audience and students. This
support is evident in what is
called "paying Rent." Audience
members may show up early
for the play, and whoever waits
in line for tickets at least three
hours in advance is given dis
counted front row tickets.
Tickets for the front row that
the audience "paid rent for" are
only $20.
"Rent" is based on Puccini's
opera, "La boheme." The musical
centers on a group of impover
ished young artists and musi
cians struggling to survive in
New York City in the early 1990s
under the shadow ofAIDS. Rent
was one of the first Broadway
musicals to feature gay, bi
sexual, lesbian and transgender
characters including many racial
minorities in its ensemble and
leading roles.
"Rent" is considered revolu
tionary for bringing controver
sial topics and counterculture
to a traditionally conservative
medium, and it is credited with
increasing the popularity of
musical theater to a younger
generation.
Roger Kershaw, a noted play
and movie reviewer for Stage
Door Review, described "Rent"
thus: "It explodes with a high en
ergy that is rarely seen on stage
today due largely to the cast's
youthful exuberance, raw talent
and rock 'n roll voices...What it
loses in character development

A Modern Look at "Modern Times

Staff Writer
Bob Dylan is going to die.
Maybe not today, and maybe
not tomorrow—but soon, and
for the rest of your life.
If you've never really listened
to Dylan you should go out and
buy, or download, his album,
"Highway 61 Revisited."
Some of you English majors
might recognize the allusion
to Dylan's fellow Minnesota
native F. Scott Fitzgerald's
"Babylon Revisited." If you are
already familiar, or like some of
us obsessed, with Dylan's work
from the 6o's you might want to
go out and buy, or download,
Dylan's new album "Modern
Times."
It is hard to listen to Dylan's

music strictly in the context
of "Modern Times." There
are those who would love to
know what the man who wrote
"Masters of War" and "A Hard
Rain's A-Gonna Fall" would
have to say about what is going
on in the world today.
There are also those who
would love to hear how the
man who wrote "Subterranean
Homesick Blues" and "From
A Buick 6" would make
psychedelic music in the age
of Radiohead and The Flaming
Lips. There are even a few of
us who would love to hear how
Dylan's "Blood On The Tracks"
style confessionals would stack
up against the modern crop of
songwriters like Damien Rice
or Chris Martin, but those just

aren't options anymore.
The song structures aren't
really going to astound you.
"Thunder On The Mountain"
sounds like a Chuck Berry
tune and many of these songs,
like "Spirit On The Water,"
"When The Deal Goes Down,"
(the first single) and "Beyond
The Horizon" are ballads that
wouldn't sound out of place on
oldies radio. Several songs on
the album are merely Dylan's
take on songs that are public
domain, like "Rollin und
Tumblin'." He is repeating a
formula that worked on his
last studio album, 2001's "Love
and Theft": Classic country
arrangements and sounds from
the early days of Rock'n'Roll.
It was, after all, Dylan who

it makes up for in vitality, and
the heart and soul of those
youngsters' valiant attempts
to engage the audience ...Lar
son, through his inspired
vision, does makes you think
and feel.... and that's what
theatre's all about."
"Rent" was enormously
successful on Broadway. It
enjoyed both critical acclaim
and word-of-mouth popular
ity, and recently celebrated
its tenth anniversary on April
24, 2006, with a special per
formance by the entire original
cast. The cast that comes to
Savannah is the national tour
ing cast.
This cast wasassembled and
directed personally byMichael
Grief, who has been with the
cast as director when the play
premiered in 1996. Grief helps
to keep the play true to the vi
sion of Larson.
Larson's music is complex,
and sometimes it stretches
the vocal talents of the per
formers. He wrote "Rent" as a
tribute to those that he knew
that had contracted AIDS and
those he knew that struggled
just to survive on a daily basis
in New York.
Larson died unexpectedly
of an undiagnosed aortic an
eurysm on January 25, 1996,
Larson never lived to see his
play released but the perform
ers feel his spirit at every per
formance.
There is a plaque on stage
that only the performers at
every performance can see,
and no matter where the cast
performs the plaque is present.
It reminds them why they are
there and why the play must
stay true to the vision of one
man. The plaque simply read
"Thank Jonathon."
"Rent," performing at
the Savannah Civic Center,
Johnny Mercer Theatre, 301
W. Oglethorpe Ave, 651-6556.
September 28,7:30 pm. Tick
ets are $32, $42 and $52.

ir

completely changed popular
music in the 6o's and eventually
chased those styles off of the
radio. Dylan killed that style
of m usic, so it is fitting that he
would be the one to take it back
to the top of the charts. Although
the sound isn't revolutionary, the
songs actually are.
There are some incredible
artists working these days in
every genre, but what has risen
to the top of popular music is
pretty thematically uniform,
and in this group, "Modern
Times" sticks out like a sore
thumb. Dylan addresses all of
these familiar themes: love, sex,
pride, relationship angst and
greed. But just as he once wrote
in "Tangled up in Blue": "We
always did feel the same we just

saw it from a different point
of view."
Dylan's point of view is the
most thought provoking and
enigmatic of any of the artists
that you will find on the
Billboard charts. "Modern
Times" works on many
different levels. First of all,
it is full of barn-burners and
pleasant melodies. Secondly, it
is chock-full of lyrical mastery
and poetic verse. Last, and not
least, it is possibly one of the
final statements pf someone
who has made some of the
most important statements in
the past century. This is by no
means Dylan's best work, but
it is a good album—and it is
definitely one worth listening
to.
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"The Family Secret" Revealed
Kathryn Palmer

Staff Writer
The Masquers' own Kelly
Young, AASU Alumni, and
Dawn Peterson performed
Young's self-written play, "the
Family Secret."
The production which has
been re-named "Family Pho
tos," is a work in progress. "The
play is so fresh the ink hasn't
even dried yet," said Young.
This performance served as a
workshop so Young could gath
er feedback from an audience
concerning any improvements
she could make to the script.
After graduating from AASU,
Young moved to Atlanta where
she taught acting to kids with
learning disabilities. She also
held an internship with Actor's
Express, under Jasson Minadakis. Young has also appeared in

few independent films. Young
has performed in such plays
as "Love Jerry," "Mr. Marma
lade" and "The Pillowman."
After performing these works
based on child molestation,
Young decided this issue
needed to be addressed. "So
ciety doesn't want to confront
child molestation; but I can't
imagine knowing children are
in these positions and we are
doing nothing about it. We
need to acknowledge, not
necessarily entertain, but to
inform," said Young.
"Family Photos" portrays life
through victims' eyes. April
(Kelly Young) and Miranda
Tilly (Dawn Peterson) are sis
ters that have been separated
for seven years. April decides
to return to her father's house
after hearing news of his
death. The play begins with

April reuniting with her sister
Miranda in their childhood
home. As the night progresses,
the sisters uncover secrets of
the past that have been hidden
for the majority of their lives.
There were only two actresses
involved in the play—the two
sisters—and very few props. Al
though the setting was simple,
the dialogue and emotions pull
the audience in for an unveiling
of their deepest secrets.
"I had a difficult time writing
my piece, but I feel the exten
sion is necessary. I do not want
a long show because the play is
so intense, but I would like a
breath in between intense mo
ments for the audience; good
moments in spite of bad," said
Young.
For more information, Art,
Music, and Theatre at (912)
927-5325-

Get Around Downtown In A Pedicab

Lindsey Estepp

is always a Pedicab nearby.
So what makes Pedicab more
than just a cab com
pany? That's
With all the tours downtown, where the "most flexible" part
it's hard to decide which one is comes in! If you're downtown
right for you. Maybe you want and just want to ride around,
to see Savannah's most haunted you can call Pedicab and go
places, or check out the archi pretty much wherever you
tecture of the oldest buildings. want.
Before you make your reserva
If you want to hit all the
tions, check out Pedicabs.
jewelry stores downtown, for
Pedicabs are basically bikes example, a Pedicab driver will
with room for two passen take you there and will probably
gers. Savannah Pedicabs has be able to answer any questions
been operating downtown for you have along the way.
"The drivers know the city",
about 12 years, and according
to owner, Russell Brown, "they says Brown. The driver's
are the most flexible, fastest knowledge allows you to cre
ate your own little sightseeing
company".
The drivers, about 20 all ride, and you will not have to
together, do not have to sit in smell the exhaust from a trol
traffic and they cover such a ley, or the diapers on those poor
small range that you'll never carriage ride horses.
You can also call Pedicab
have to wait long. "Our drivers
are never on the Southside", if you are out downtown and
says Brown. That means, break a heel off one of your five
when you're downtown there inch stilettos. Pedicab will save
Travel Columnist

you and give you a quick ride
back to your car. There is no
distance to short.
Pedicabs aren't only flexible
with their services; they're flex
ible with prices as well. If you're
taking a 10 min. ride from City
Market to Mellow Mushroom,
you decide how much you pay!
Brown calls this "trips for tips".
The idea behind this is to create
satisfied customers and to avoid
inconsistent pricing. "Drivers
were all negotiating prices on
the street", accordipg to Brown,
and trips for tips solves any
pricing problems. For longer
rides there is a set rpice though.
A 30 minute ride is a set $25,
and an hour is $45.
Pedicabs are animal friendly,
eco-friendly, and just plain
fun. For more informa
tion, or to call for a Pedicab,
call 232-7900 or visit www.
savannahpedicab.com

Tybee Island GA

Now Hiring for the Following Positions:
Cooks $9-$12 hr
Dishwashers $ 8 hr
AM & PM Servers $3.25hr plus tips
Hostess $8 hr
"The $$$ at the Beach is Still Excellent!"

Benefits include:
Dental and Health Insurance, Vacation,
and Paid Holidays
Apply in Person or call

The Ocean Plaza Beach Resort
H.R. Department (912)786-7777 ext 561

Email: RMcCoy@oceanplaza.com
15 St and Ocean Front
Tybee Island, GA
EEO & Drug Free Work Place

The Black Dahlia:
A Cold Case Film Gone Cold
Jacqueline Lawrence
Staff Writer

"The Black Dahlia" isa film based
on the novelby James Ellroy (au
thor of "LA Confidential") which
was based on the unsolved mur
der of Elizabeth Short.
Brian De Palma, who brought
us "Scarface" and "The Un
touchables," is the director. It
stars Josh Harnett, Aaron Eckhart, Hilary Swank and Scarlett
Johansson. Filled with such
promise, it seems almost inevi
table to walk out of the theater
disappointed.
"Dahlia" takes place in 1947
and centers around two cops:
Bucky Bleichert (Hartnett) and
Lee Blanchard (Eckhart). Bucky

is a mediocre copbut an excellent
boxer, and Lee is a fair hand at
both. Ahugely publicized boxing
match between the two gains
them notoriety and a promotion
to detective for Bucky. It doesn't
hurt that the match boasted
a proposition that got all law
enforcement an eight-percent
pay raise.
The two become partners and
bosom buddies, along with Lee's
girlfriend, Kay (Johansson).
While investigating another case,
they sort of stumble upon the
Black Dahlia's body along with
about fifteen other policemen.
Lee and Bucky are (of course)
put on the case.
Bucky finds a Dahlia look-alike
and withholds evidence for her in

exchange for sex. And tha
t's only
the first thirty minutes.
Pieces of the puzzle fall rapidly.
So fast, in fact, th
at it's difficult to
keep track of well,just about eve
rything. Usually some plot, any
plot, in a movie is appreciated
but "The Black Dahlia" gives us
so much that one begins to won
der what any of it has to do with
the murder case that is the film's
namesake.
However, the really sad thing
is that for a movie based on true
events (kind of,sort of,not really)
it is not believable.
The only escape is in the daz
zling visuals because not even the
acting could carry the muddled
story. Hartnett seems uncomfort
able in his own skin an
d provides
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narrative that is meant to be noir
but comes out cheesy; Johans
son sounds likeshe's reading cue
cards and basically poses for the
entire movie; Swank comes off
as more slutty than sultry. The
only real saving grace is Eck
hart, who portrays real passion
and depth.

The bulk of this movie un
dercuts what it should really be
about: the gruesome murder of
22-year old Elizabeth Short. The
bare facts on this bizarre cold case
are infinitely more intere
sting and
understandable than anything the
film could conjure.
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Contain Your
Road Rage

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I never expected to find such a liberal column as Kevin Daiss' "On Getting High" in The
Inkwell, but am very pleased that such publishing as this are so straight-forward and
equally entertaining.
Cynda Schneider
Dear Editor,
I am writing to Inkwell in an effort to inform my fellow students that there are, in fact,
CROSSWALKS ON CAMPUS!!!!!! If they would put down their cell phones, take off the
headphones, and stop speeding through the campus parking lots; they would notice those
distinct yellow markings on the pavement. NO, those are not there for decorative pur
poses!!!! Those are crosswalks!And, if some students don't know what a crosswalkis then
here is the definition according to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary: a specially paved or
marked path for pedestrians crossing a street or road.
I HATE how, especially when I wasin a cast forover two months, the drivers on campus
acted as if they were doing me a FAVOR by letting me pass as opposed to them ihtting me
because I was inTHEIR way. No, you're not doing me or anyone else afavor by slamming
on your breaks, having to stop your preciou
s cell phone conversation, brushing your hair,
teeth, drinking your coffee, smoking your cigarette, and giving me a dirty look and al
lowing me to cross the street where it is clearly indicated by the pavement markings that
I am legally and rightfully allowed to do so.
To those drivers, you know who you are; you are, in fact, being recklessly ignorant by
refusing to acknowledge the crosswalks!!! If you are doing any of th e actions I listed
above and have to slam on your breaks because you just happen to see me crossing the
street, your dirty looks and profane language will have absolutely zero affect on me. I am
following the law bywalking where I am supposed to and you're being irresponsible and
just downright reckless by speeding, distracting yourself and denying pedestrians their
lawfully given right to cross the street!!!! So, I am going to continue to abide by the law
and walk on the crosswalk. Ifyou beep your horn, come within an inch of hitting me, sta
rt
tapping your finger on the steering wheeletc becauseI'm doing so,you're just goingto have
to wait. I'm going to walk at my normal pace, smile and go about my day. If you happen
to hit me when I'm where I'm SUPPOSED to be, be prepared to pay for my injuries, my
tuition, my pain and suffering, etc.
So, to all those on campus that fall under the category of irresponsible and negligent
drivers: To prevent looking likethe irresponsible and reckless drivers you are and to also
prevent a nasty lawsuit from being onyour hands, STOPlike you're supposed to for those
who are on the crosswalk!!!!!! They have just a right to be there as you have a right to
breathe. Respect your fellowstudents bykeeping your speed down, your eyeson the road,
and your cell phone in your pocket. You never know, to those whoare walkingto their class
or car, you actually might be considered a thoughtful and decent human being.
Carol E. Bennett
Dear Editor,
I happened to catch the "Gamble's Shambles" article this week
and I am highlyin agree
ment on the updates that need to be made. The part that especially caught my eye was
the fact that classes wouldn't be moved for temporarily disabled students and that they
would have to hobble up the stairs. During this past Spring semester, I was in a boot (a
hard plastic and padded alternative to a scratchy cast) for 91/2 weeks. Armed with my
crutches, it wasbad enough that I was unable to utilize the handicapped doors at Gamble
because they simply did not work. Depending upon the kindness of strangers was out of
the question when it came to manually holding the door for me because when I thought
someone was going to hold it, it usuallygot slammed in my faceOR I had people tiying to
hurry and get to the door before me because I wasn't moving fast enough for their liking.
So,T needed those handicapped doors to help me when my fellow students wouldn't.
Thankfully, none of my classes were on the second floor of Gamble. But, now that I've
read that article, I am tiying to envision my hobbling, crutch-dependent, one leg using
self from this past Spring trying SO desperately to make it to a 2nd floor classroom if,
indeed, that is where I needed to go. In tiying to imagine that, a headline flashes across
my mind, "Already Injured AASU student is trampled on campus staircase while attempt
ing to get to class to receive the education she paid so much money for...Tonight @ 11".
No something you really want to have to hear, right? I would have promptly refused to
even attempt the stairs, if I was faced with that challenge. Thus, I would have racked up
a series of absences for that specific class, initially failed, and missed out on earning the
credit hours I needed, the knowledge I wanted, and the money I used to pay for the class
and to utilize the facilities here on Campus. A completely depressing domino affect that
resulted from atemporarily disabled student (for 91/2 weeks) being told to use thestairs.
I sincerely hope that Gamble is updated accordingly so that no student has to gothrough
what I could have very easily had to endure.
AASU Student,
Carol E. Bennett

Tara Gergacs

Editor-in-Chief

What ever hap
pened to respect
ing your elders?
On Tues, Sept. 19,
an elderly Beau
fort County man
was beaten for
driving too slow.
According to WJCL,"[the] elderly
man was driving along 278 when
a green van came up behind him.
The man tells police the driver was
tailgating, honking his horn and
wouldn't pass him. That's when
the elderly man pulled into the
Hagemeyer parking lot. Witnesses
say the driver of the green van fol

I

lowed, got out, and punched the
elderly man."
We all have days when we get
frustrated with howothers drive,
but you don't attack them. Tailgating someone also does not
help the situation because that
makes the driver in front ner
vous. There are people wholike
to drive the speed limit or may
not know exactly where they are
going. If you ar e someone who
gets frustrated with that then
pass the driver properly. Be
careful, because if you really let
your rage get to you then you
might hit another driver or get a
speeding ticket. Then you would
have wished you stayed behind
the slow driver.

Are you seeing
the signs of asthma
and allergies?
Our dinic is conducting a clinical research study for adolescents and adults
with both asthma and seasonal allergies.
You may be able to participate in this study if you:

• Are at least 15 years old
• Have been diagnosed with persistent asthma for at least
the past 3 months
• Have been diagnosed with seasonal allergic rhinitis that
was active during the past 2 allergy seasons
• Have been taking a stable dose of an allowed asthma
treatment for at least 3 months
Study staff will review additional criteria with you.
Qualified study participants will be asked to come to the clinic for 4-5
study visits over 5-6 weeks, and they will not be charged for study-relat
ed office visits, medical evaluations, or study medication.
FOR M ORE I NFORMATION.
PLEASE CONTACT:

THE RESEARCH NURSE AT

912-695-9451
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The Youth and Beauty
Classifieds
Brigade: Point-Counterpoint Attention Students! Looking to sell or buy books, clothes, cars and more? Have you recently
Kevin Daiss

we don't give a crap.
It's weird, actually. Those
countries are like bitches and
Kevin: I am hoes (oops, gotta be PC, I
in total sup meant to say "Those countries
port of our are like women"). They can't
President; live with us and they can't live
it is neces without us. Our economy is
sary in a dependent on their invest
time of war.
ments in our companies and
industries. Their economies
Kevahn: What "war?" We are are dependent on Americans'
the terro rists in those coun voracious appetite for stuff. It
tries.
would be a disaster if every sin
gle American STOPPED being
Kevin: I disagree.
"greedy" or "fat" because then
Kevahn: You would, you little we wouldn't be buying their
pussy.
overpriced imported goods
and their countries would be
Kevin: You're a pussy.
left destitute and begging for
Kevahn: No, you're a big,
bread like that kid in the novel
stupid, smelly fart face.
by that FOREIGN GUY...Dick
ens, I think.
Kevin: [sobs hysterically]
Also, they're kind of afraid of
Kevahn: [Decapitates Kevin]
us. There is an undercurrent of
fear in the world outside Amer
Well, so much for that. At ica...not that we would know,
least I know I'm totally awe because who the hell wants to
some. And I know that my LEAVE America? But it isn't
country is totally awesome. fear borne out of our insane
And I also know that everyone need to be personally armed
pretty much hates the US. AND to the damn teeth. (Which, as
THAT IS FINE BECAUSE WE a right, I enjoy walking around
OWN THEIR SORRY FOR with enough weapons on me
EIGN ASSES.
to fight Batman and stand a
Really, i t is a fact. I could chance.) Instead, it is a fear of
quote a real source right now, "Americanization." Well, what
but that would require putting the flippity is that? It is what it
pants on—and I'm not currently sounds like, dumbass. America
a fan of pa nts. However, you is like areally big, really power
could go find numerous sources ful, really rich Southern Baptist
that are verifiable and cor evangelistic minister for the
rect and all that crap on how "American way."
Americans are, for the most
And the American way is the
part, aware of the fact that for right way and you're going to
eigners view them as "greedy," hell and we told you so and
"violent," "fat" and "ugly."And you suck.
Humor Columnist

discovered your roommates are still stealing your beer money and negd to find a new living
situation? Look no further than placing classifieds in the Inkwell. Members of AASU faculty,
students, and staff may place classifieds for FREE in the Inkwell. The classifieds are limited to
no more than 50 words and may contain no profanity. Other than that, this area is free game!
Email Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu, Attn: Teresa to have your classified placed!

Help Wanted

ends. Non-smoker inside, no
pets. Clean, quiet, lease VERY
Chick-fil-A on Abercom is negotiable, available Oct 1
hiring students for full and Geoff: g-riehl@hotmail.com
part time positions.
Day
and evening shifts available. FOR RENT HOUSE 2102
Scholarships, free meals, work EAST 41st Street,Thunderbolt
with other AASU students! area 2 BR, 1 BA, LR, DR, Of
Stop by and fill out application fice, Hook up for W/D, New
or call Susan at 844-1057.
Thermo windows, C H&A,
fenced back yard,and garage
Now Hiring! The Inkwell is on a comer $900.00 per mo
now hiring staff writers and — call 828-430-9303 or email
photographers. If you are in proedgeO@bellsouth.net cell
terested, but need more info, 828-201 5728
stop by the Inkwell office
located in MCC Rm 202 on For Sale
Mondays at noon to receive
more info and speak with an
editor about writing or doing Books For Sale 54 price
photography for your student off book store price ENGL
2100 LITERATURE AND
news paper!
HUMANITIES, HIST 2000
ETHICS AND VALUES
Living
IN HISTORY, ARTS 1100
ART APPRECIATION, HIST
For Rent White Bluff/Windsor 1112, CIVILIZATION II,
Road close to AASU, share BIOL 1107 PRINCIPLES
condo, own bathroom, with OF BIOLOGY I, PEBC 2000
W/D. $300/month + half inter CONCEPTS OF FITNESS,
net, cable, and electric. I'm 27 POLS 1100 POLITICAL HIST
male, either M/F, quiet during AMER/GA-ONLINE, MATH
the week, like to go out week- 2900 SPIRIT/STRUCTURE

The Inkwell

MATHEMATICS,HIST
1111, CIVILIZATION I,
OCEA 3100 INTRODUC
TION TO OCEANGRAPHY,
PEBC 2000 CONCEPTS OF
FITNESS,ECUG56293
SOCIAL STUDIES, PSYC
1101 Psychology class notes
included! 912-659-8950

S3
Laughter and Fun! Visit
moleculation.com to find true
happiness and good karma.
See Germy and his friends in
their adventures through the
non magical land of the Fich
Tank. A tmly spectacular ar
ray of flash animation!
Visit
www.myspace.com/
aheroinhistory to experience
one of the best musical groups
out there.
Experienced Musician avail

able to teach private or group
clarinet lessons of any level.
Email ad9701@students.arm
strong.edu for more informa
tion.
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The Offit >• of Career 5'ennces provides students and
•iPiftmi v/dh assistance m career development and
tie job march proems Our services and programs
are ft n mtegfas part of the educational process, from
tee jfrst day on campus to beyond the graduation
Paget Whether you need help with choosing a
mpophnafng part-time or full time employment, or
[information on topics such as resume writing and
interview skills, we are the place for you!

COME IN FOR k

mt z

*•

ONE LOW PRICE

Qur office <<: located in the Student Affairs Annex at
:Compass Point on the second floor. The resource
library will be open Monday through Friday, 8: IS
AMmnl&QOm,

For mo re information contact

THREE FOR ALL MENU

Office b$Career Services
Armstrong Mlantic Slate University
I t&SSMbercom Stree t
Savannah, Georgia 31419-1997

CHOOSE YOUR STARTER

Career Services
Photic 3U'tel-.jniPtu 9l2-ndl-233u
c Emm: careorsfgiraail.armsiroRg.edu

'You h..v/o a unique pomonahty, but do
,
, , ,,
y o n kn o w wh a t i t is ? W o c a n . h el p .

House or Caesar Salad
Hickory-Smoked Wings
GiiRD'onioos

CHOOSE YOUR ENTREE

Rib Special
Barbecue Pork Dinner
Hickory-Smoked Chicken
Chicken Fingers Dinner
CHOOSE YOUR DES SERT
Peach Cobbler
Ern/e s Pecan Pie
Reggie's Fudge Pie

Only 12.99 Per Person
HURRY IN! OFFER ENDS OCTOBER 15"'

